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Blue Lotus Energy Healing 

Blue Lotus Energy Healing is a new energy channele by Ansara Moldave 
of PEI, Canada . There are two levels of BLEH and one symbol for each level. 

History of the Blue Lotus: The blue lotus (Nymphaea caerulea) belongs to the 
Nymphaeaceae (Water-Lily) family. 

Many ancient cultures considered the blue lotus to be of esteemed status. In Asia and 
in Africa, the blue lotus symbolized immortality in recognition of the plant's ability to 
survive and re-sprout after long droughts, and the seed's ability to remain viable for 
many years (Edwards, 1998). InChina it was regarded as a religious symbol, and a 
symbol of feminine beauty. Similarly in India it was compared with the human female 
form, and in their legends they believe that Brahma, their creator of the universe, 
sprang from a lotus-like blossom (Edwards, 1998). 

The Japanese saw a representation of purity and the juxtaposition of good and evil, 
and the Buddhist's have a prayer mentioning the lotus, "Omi! Mani padme hum!" which 
is interpreted as, "Oh!, the jewel in the lotus flower!" (Edwards, 1998). The Greeks also 
admired the blue lotus. They associated the flowers with the mythical nymphs and 
beautiful maidens thought to inhabit the forests and mountains (Edwards, 1998). 

Buddha Palm Ki 

Buddha Palm Ki healing technique is an advanced energy system that will activate 
and open the light of your palms and mind. 

There are 5 attunements that you will receive 3 days apart. 

All you need to do is schedule the first one and you will receive one every 3 days until 
all 5 are sent out, so they will take a total of 15 days to receive. 



With these attunements you will learn: 

• Strengthen and empower all Energy Systems 

• Awaken Kundalini Energy 

• Intensifies & Deepens all Meditation 

• Practice 

• Cleans all Meridians and Chakras 

• Powerful Healing Techniques 

• Long Distant Healing 

• Star, Sun and Earth Energies 

• Powerful Clearing Techniques 

This is an extensive healing modality that will strengthen your connection to healing 
energy and gives you new tools to work with. 

CONTENTS: 

Golden Coat 
Strongest gTUMMO 
Golden Palms 
Golden Fire Palms 
Golden Dragon Palms 
8th Chakra Meditation 
8th Chakra Meditation Variation 
Cleaning the Flower Garden 
Food for the Dragon 
Playing with the Dragon 
8th Chakra Activator 
8th Chakra Activator for Kundalini 
Synchron Technique: Shaktipat 

 

Lama Fera Healing 

Founder Jose Marinho de Santos. Lama Fera is a powerful energy healing system 
which has been practised by Tibetan Lamas for many hundreds of years. The word 
"lama" means "teacher and equals the Sanskrit word "guru". The word "fera" means 
"round", or more specifically around (the body). The Universal Life Force energy, 
which in Lama Fera emanates from Lord Gautama Buddha, is channelled through the 
healer and directed towards dis-ease through the use of symbols drawn with a crystal 
wand. 



The system can help increase spiritual abilities, improve the effectiveness of 
meditation, relieve pain and discomfort caused by chronic diseases, remove unwanted 
spirits, cleanse buildings, overcome fear, anxiety, stress and mental tensions, improve 
memory and visualisation, and assist reconnection with the Higher Self. 

Lama Fera Healing is offered in two levels, Practitioner Level and Teacher Level. This 
healing system is open to anyone - there are no prerequisites, but a basic Reiki training 
is recommended. 

Lama Fera is a very old Tibetan system, which came to the West through the Indian 
Energy Master Rajeev Wagle in September 2001. We have chosen the slight different 
name to show that it is not exactly the same system as Lama Fera. The manual has 
been reworked by Joséand layout by Jens Soeborg. As the origin goes back a long 
time, we have re-channelled the energy. 

Foreword by Jens: 

The word healing does not have one word in Tibetan covering it, but consists of 3 
different parts, which together cover it. In Tibet the healing process is normally divided 
into 3 parts: 

1. ha dub transformation of the mantra-power 

2. ge te getting rid of the hindrances (transforming the cause) 

3. wan gu initiation (transforming the personality) 

The healing has 2 sides: 

1. Remove, transform and re-arrive in a new form 

2. Collecting and using the energy 

 

Lotus Petal Reiki 

Lotus Petal Reiki - Lotus Petal Reiki™ is a powerful healing system that works on a 

physical and spiritual level. There are two symbols in LPR. A Universal Healing 

Symbol and a Master Attunement Symbol. 

 

Amithaba Attunements 

Infinite Light, Protection, Open a Universal Channel through you. Amitabha (Sanskrit:, 
Amitabha (wordstem), Sanskrit pronunciation: [əmɪt̪aːbʱə ;]) is a celestial buddha 
described in the scriptures of the Mahayana school of Buddhism.  

  



Amitabha is the principal buddha in the Pure Land sect, a branch of Buddhism 
Practiced Mainly in East Asia, while in Vajrayana Amitabha is known for His longevity 
attribute and the aggregate of distinguishing (recognition) and the deep awareness of 
individualities.  

According to These scriptures, Amitabha possesses infinite merits Resulting from 
good deeds over countless past lives as a bodhisattva named Dharmakara. 

“Amitabha” is translatable as “Infinite Light,” Hence Amitabha is Often called “The 
Buddha of Infinite Light.”  Amitabha is the Buddha of the comprehensive love 

Vajrayana Buddhism Amitabha is also known in Tibet, Mongolia, and other regions 
where Tibetan Buddhism is Practiced. In the Highest Yoga Tantra class of the Tibetan 
Vajrayana Amitabha is Considered one of the Five Dhyani Buddhas (together with 
Akobhya, Amoghasiddhi, Ratnasambhava, and Vairocana), who is associated with the 
western direction and the skandhas of Sajna, the aggregate of distinguishing 
(recognition) and the deep awareness of individualities. 

His consort is PA aravāsinī. His realm is called either Sukhavati (Sanskrit) or 
Dewachen (Tibetan). His two main disciples (just as the Buddha Shakyamuni had two) 
are the Bodhisattvas Vajrapani and Avalokiteshvara, the former to His left and the 
latter to His right. In Tibetan Buddhism, there exists a number of famous prayers for 
taking rebirth in Sukhavati (Dewachen).  

One of these was written by Je Tsongkhapa on the request of Manjushri, The Tibetan 
Panchen Lamas and Shamarpas are Considered to be emanations of Amitabha. 

Amitabha is the center of a number of mantras in the Buddhist Vajrayana practices; it 
is very protective and powerful energy. It is useful for Sending energy to the entire 
planet. It is a universal channel open through you, Your divine presence is auspicious 
by Amitabha. Here you will know-discover your divine gifts and your unique personal 
qualities. You are attuned to Amithaba energy and the three mantras  

 

Buddha Initiations 

Receive 3 initiations (in 1) to Buddha’s energies. 

 

Buddha’s Perfect Blue Light 

By Gary Tee. The Buddaic Blue Light of Mushin is a deep absorption in this 
wonderous, transformative energy will lead the yogin to a blissful state of thought-free 
being. This state has been described as a state of “harmonious flow” within the internal 
mind of the yogin and the external reality of the omni-verse. From this state, many 
things are possible as the yogin is moving in harmony with his mind. This state will 
also lead to a deep absorption in love and equanimity, the most important virtues we 
can develop in this world. 



This is an all-purpose empowerment that will allow you to access, in a broad way, the 
Buddaic Blue Light of Mushin, for equanimity, peace of mind, tranquility and self-
healing. We make offerings to Buddha to increase our merit, receptivity to teachings 
and energy transmissions and to cut the creeping vine of ego-based miserliness), a 
short breathing meditation and intent to go deep within your own mind. Some will be 
delighted upon hearing this as if a light went off in their crown chakra. 

 

Chenrezig Reiki 

Founder: Stephen Comee.  A/K/A Arya-Avalokiteshvara: The Noble One Who 
Regards the Cries of the World. 

Chenrezig is considered to be the Bodhisattva (an enlightened being who has vowed 
to help all other beings attain enlightenment before becoming a Buddha) of Mercy and 
Compassion. Though primarily male in Indian and Tibetan iconography, 
Avalokieteshvara can appear in any form, and the thirty-three forms are listed in the 
Lotus Sutra. 

Many of those forms are female and it is primarily in female form that this deity is 
known in Southwest and East Asia, the name varying from Kum-yam to Guan-Yinto 
Kuan-Yin to Kannon. 

Chenrezig is also invoked for healing, often for but not limited to problems of spiritual 
nature. It is believed helpful to meditate on his image and to chant his mantra with the 
desire to alleviate suffering and attain enlightenment. It is thought that Dr. Mikao Usui, 
the originator of Reiki in its modern form may have meditated on the Kannon Sutra 
(chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra) as part of his efforts to tap into the healing energies of 
the Buddha. 

 

Energy of the Bodisattvas 

To align with the energies of the bodhisattvas first one needs to become acquainted 
with Their wisdom. Buddhists may take the bodhisattva vows in order to initiate Their 
spiritual journey. Also non-Buddhists may feel drawn to cultivate the ways of the 
bodhisattvas. 

"May I attain Buddhahood for the benefit of all sentient beings." This is the root 
Mahayana aspiration. 

 In the various Bodhisattva vows (sometimes called the Bodhisattva Precepts) people 
were That they will strive for as long as endures to freed all sentient beings from 
samsara and deliver them into Nirvana. The Bodhisattva does not seek (Awakening) 
Solely for him / herself, but chiefly for the sake of freeing all other beings and aiding 
them into the bliss of Nirvana. 

This can be done by venerating all Buddhas and by cultivating supreme moral and 
spiritual perfection, to be Placed in the service of others. 



Bodhisattvas vow to amass inconceivable Amounts of merit, which they will dedicated 
to all other sentient beings, so as to help them attain Awakening.  

 

Five Dhayani Buddhas 

Five Dhyani Buddha Empowerments is another wonderful attunement brought to us 
by the LightWorker Series, channeled through Dr. Uwe Gonzalez Burgunder. 

The Five Dhyani Buddhas are celestial Buddhas visualized during meditation. 
The word Dhyani is derived from the Sanskrit dhyana, meaning “meditation.” 

The Dhyani Buddhas are also called Jinas (“Victors” or “Conquerors”) and are 
considered to be great healers of the mind and soul. They are not historical figures, 
like Gautama Buddha, but transcendent beings who symbolize universal divine 
principles or forces. They represent various aspects of the enlightened consciousness 
and are guides to spiritual transformation. 

Each Dhyani Buddha is associated with certain attributes and symbols. Each one 
embodies one of the five wisdoms, which antidote the five deadly poisons that are of 
ultimate danger to man’s spiritual progress and keep him tied to worldly existence. In 
addition, each Dhyani Buddha is associated with a specific color, mudra (hand 
gesture), symbolic animal that suppe his throne, sacred symbol and bija (seed 
syllable). 

The bija represents the essence of the Dhyani Buddha. It can be used along with the 
sacred syllable OM and the Buddha’s name to create mantra, a series of mystic 
syllables that have an esoteric meaning. 

There are five Dhyani Buddha empowerments in this course and a beautiful detailed 
22 page manual giving information about Tibetan Buddhism, mantras, mudras, 
invocations, etc. 

 

Goddess Red Tara 

Red Tara aids us in the accumulation of spiritual power. She can subdue and 

subjugate the demonic and the human forces that stand in your way.  

She is the Goddess of Wealth and Bountifulness. The sometimes fierce, 

Red Tara steps down to earth to be a service to mankind. She provides assistance 

with the removal of difficult obstacles. Red Tara has the power to change a life 

dramatically in a single moment. 

Red Tara is a deity that is often worshipped by lovers who are unhappy as Red Tara is 

believed to be extremely successful in enchanting people. She is Buddhist goddess of 

enchantment.  



Red Tara represents empowerment of the feminine in a patriarchal environment. She 

is a considered like a wish-fulfilling enchantress, whose compassion and kindness 

exists to help those who are in distress and fear. 

She is a manifestation of pure enlightened power, the awesome purity of awakened 

mind overpowering all negativity. Red Tara is known for having great powers to bring 

under her power those evil spirits, demons and or humans who work against the 

spiritual welfare of humanity and its spiritual evolution. She can bring anyone under 

her power , whether they are male, female, or a boss, doctor, lawyer , attorney, judge, 

doctor, policeman, etc. Red Tara can be called upon for the controlling activities of 

attracting, manifesting, magnetizing and subjugating all things good. 

 

Goddess Yellow Tara 

Goddess Yellow Tara is beautiful and peaceful. Yellow Tara is a divine bodhisattva 
who can help one overcome fear and anxiety and help one to overcome suffering. 
Yellow Tara is the Buddhist goddess of wealth, good fortune, and abundance. 

Goddess Yellow Tara has been implored for earthly riches as well as for fertility of field 
and womb. She has the power to remove poverty and bring abundance, wealth, and 
prosperity. 

Yellow Tara has the ability to assist us by increasing all types of abilities, enriching us 
with wealth and prosperity, increasing abundance, eloquence, merit, knowledge, 
intellect and so on. The Goddess has the ability to help us to relax ad to trust in the 
infinite abundance available on all dimensions - physical and spiritual worlds. 

It is said that she is a destroyer of poverty and ignorance. In her great wisdom she 
offers devotees a choice which is to stay on the physical plane of material wealth and 
worldly splendor or to detach and experience the infinite wealth of enlightenment in 
other realms. 

 

Lights of Medicine Buddha 

The Light of Medicine Buddha is a method of healing that is an expansion from a 

Medicine Buddha Meditation. This meditation yields an energy of healing and balance. 

In this expansion method and by using an attunement system, the healing will occur 

faster, and with daily practice you also can share curative energy to friends, family, 

clients and even the universe. The energy is a very high vibration but is very peaceful 

at the same time. 

  



 

Lord Maitreya Love Initiations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Lotus Body Vibration 

Lotus Body Vibration attunes you to a high spiritual vibration and assists in clarifying 
channelled messages and impressions received from the higher planes. It assists in 
linking to the universal wisdom embodied in ancient texts, it enhances communication 
and understanding of wisdom at any level. 

Lotus Body Vibration facilitates out of body experiences, guiding the soul to its 
destination and promoting total recall of the experience. Lotus Body Vibration imparts 
urgency to spiritual evolution, speeding up the ability to move between 
multidimensional levels of consciousness and attuning the physical body to the 
changing vibration. 

Lotus Body Vibration is an excellent stone for facilitating deep change and for leaving 
the past behind. It can act as a karmic cleanser particularly for the heart, releasing 
miasms and mental imperatives that have been carried forward. It starts the soul off 
on a new direction. 

When meditated with, Lotus Body Vibration facilitates the retrieval of information 
encoded in the subtle DNA, retrieving ancestral patterns and events, and the soul and 
far memory. 

  

Lotus Frequency Matrix 

Lotus Frequency Matrix is a spiritual energetic tool, channeled from the Source and 
Ascended Master Kwan Yin as a spiritual healing system. It carries a very pure 
vibration and working on the heart energy.  It activates intellect and high 
consciousness linking into the angelic realms. Its brilliance comes from cosmic light 



and sometimes found with a Buddha formation that draws enlightenment and spiritual 
light. 

As a healing tool, It clears allergies, chronic conditions and has a strong detoxifying 
action.  It treats the liver, gallbladder, aids muscular and motor function.  It can be 
placed as appropriate, over the heart and under the pillow to promote lucid dreams. 
regulates cell disorders, activates T-cells and the thymus, relieves Meniere’s disease, 
eases high blood pressure, and alleviates pain and migraine. It also prevents heart 
attacks and heals heart conditions; it lessens fatigue and overcomes shock. It is a 
detoxifier, regenerating the liver and effective to overcome addictions and stress. 

 

LW Buddha’s Bliss 

By Lee Newman. The intention is to create a stronger connection for you to be able to 
experience Buddha and Buddhas bliss and blessing. After your attunement this can 
also be used in meditation and help you on the road to enlightenment. 

 

Maitreya Light Initiation 

Maitreya is an Ascended Master - a highly evolved spiritual being - who is in charge 
of the Office of Christ.  The Office of Christ consists of many thousands of Ascended 
Masters (including Jesus, Mohammed, Gautama the Buddha, and Mother 
Mary).  These Ascended Masters are also known as the White Brotherhood or 
Brotherhood of Light. 

Maitreya was in charge of the Office of Christ when the Christ Energy was channeled 
through Jesus some 2000 years ago. 

Feel deep peace with the loving presence of Lord Maitreya, the head of the Spiritual 
Hierarchy. Take for calming before sleep or in times of stress. Encourages feelings of 
trust and well-being. 

 

Medicine Buddha Reiki 

Prerequisite is Reiki Master Level. 

the Buddha of medicine and 'the Buddha of healing, and' an Enlightened One who 
impartially compassion for all living beings, protects them from physical and mental 
illness, from the dangers and obstacles and helps them to eliminate the three poisons 
attachment hatred and ignorance that are the source of all ills. 

  



Namgyalma Mother Buddha Reiki 

Namgyalma has three faces and eight arms. She is one of three revered deities of 
longevity. Her middle face body and eight arms are white, symbolizing the elimination 
for all misfortunes. Her right face manifests her Compassion for all beings and her left 
face signifies her skill at cutting through ignorance through wrathful means. 

Reciting Namgyalmas mantra grants victory over illness and receiving blessings for a 
long & meaningful life benefiting others. 

This three faced Goddness with eight arms is incredibly powerful for granting 
extension of one’s life through recovery of illness and avoiding premature death 
through accidents and disasters. 

Namgyalma Mother Buddha Will Help: 

• Elimination for All Misfortunes. 

• Compassion for All Beings 

• Fast Recovery Over Illness 

• Blessings for a Long & Meaningful Life 

• Avoid Premature Death Accidents and Disasters 

• Banish and Defeat of Negative Entities and Energies 

• Grants Your Wishes 

• Increase Happiness and Wisdom 

• Shield from Evil Owens 

• Purification 

• Changing your Karma in this Life and Coming Life 

• Helps Heal Cancer and Other Disease 

• Protection 

 

Setrap Empowerment 

Setrap Empowerment by Ramon Martinez Lopez – Protection from Black Magic/Spirit 

Disturbances, Removing Obstacles, and More! 

You will receive the following attunements for Setrap Empowerment: 



• setrap and mantra empowerment 

• lineage mantra attunement 

• phonon reversed attunements 

Setrap, a wrathful emanation of Amitabha Buddha, is an ancient Dharma Protector 
from the holy land of Bodhgaya in India. Sworn to protect the teachings of Buddha, 
Setrap’s practice was introduced to Tibet, and has since flourished. He has been the 
Dharma Protector of Gaden Shartse Monastery for the past 600 years. 

Setrap’s main intention is to swiftly alleviate our immediate problems and create a 
conducive condition for spiritual practice. In response to the sincere prayers requesting 
for his assistance, his mantra brings relief from all sorts of negative energies; ie: black 
magic and grants strong protection against paranormal harm. 

The Protector Setrap appears to us as a wrathful emanation of the Buddha Amitabha, 
where he protects us as angry, though concerned, parents would towards their 
wayward children ~ hoping to wake them to their senses and bring them onto the 
correct path. Though in a wrathful form, the Protector is always motivated by 
compassion and loving care for all sentient beings. 

As an Enlightened Buddha, Setrap’s apparent fury is never directed against any 
beings. Instead, his wrath is directed at destroying our inner and secret defilements of 
attachment, anger, ignorance and our self-cherishing attitudes which bring us so much 
suffering. 

Benefits: 

• Protection from black magic and spirit disturbances 

• Removing physical and mental obstacles 

• Creating conducive conditions for spiritual practice 

You are attuned to yaksha also: 

Yaksha (Sanskrit: यक्ष yakṣa) is the name of a broad class of nature-spirits, usually 

benevolent, who are caretakers of the natural treasures hidden in the earth and tree 
roots 

Amitabha is translatable as “Infinite Light,” thus Amitabha is often called “The Buddha 
of Infinite Light.” 

What is Reverse Speech? 

Reverse Speech, also called the ‘voice of the spirit’ is the phenomenon of receiving 
and identifying messages from the unconscious mind and therefore is another form of 
human communication. These messages are generated automatically when we speak 
and are accessed by recording forward speech. This recording is then played back in 
reverse. The messages or ‘reversals’ are found juxtaposed amongst the gibberish. 



Phonon Reverse speech attunement - Phonon, refers to the particles of divine sound 
like. This manual includes a reversed mantra recitation for protection, it is 
recommended after the attunement to take notes of messages that come from your 
subconscious mind 

 

Setrap Maitri Bhavana Empowerments 

Setrap Maitri Bhavana Empowerments – Ancient Dharma Protector, Relief from 
Negative Energies/Black Magic, Strong Protection against harm – Founder Ramon 
Martinez Lopez 

Setrap, a wrathful emanation of Amitabha Buddha, is an ancient Dharma Protector 
from the holy land of Bodhgaya in India. Setrap’s practice was introduced to Tibet and 
has since flourished. 

Setrap’s main intention is to swiftly alleviate our immediate problems and create a 
conducive condition for spiritual practice. In response to the sincere prayers requesting 
for his assistance, his mantra brings relief from all sorts of negative energies; ie: black 
magic and grants strong protection against paranormal harm. 

Metta (Pali: मेत्तì 6; in Devanagari) or maitri (Sanskrit: मैत्रì 8 is loving-kindness, 

friendliness, benevolence, amity friendship, good will, kindness, close mental union 
(on same mental wavelength), and active interest in others. This is love without 
clinging. 

The cultivation of loving-kindness (metta bhavana) is a popular form of meditation in 
Buddhism. In the Theravadin Buddhist tradition, this practice begins with the meditator 
cultivating loving-kindness towards themselves, then one’s loved ones, friends, 
teachers, strangers, enemies, and finally towards all sentient beings 

The function of the practice included in this system is to: 

• reduce selfish attachment 

• create positive karma by giving and helping 

• develop and expand loving-kindness 

• loving yourself 

• It cleanses the dis-harmonies that produce suffering 

• It clears the obstacles to joyfulness 

  



Shivakakomarpaj Activation Ceremony 

For tai massage practitioners - Healing energy of medicine Buddha. It combines tai 
massage and universal energy healing. 

Initiation ceremony of the Buddha of medicine and Shivakakomarpaj 

Activation and attunement of the four elements 

Pathavidatu, earth. Related to the solid parts of the body, skeleton, muscles, nerves, 
ligaments, tendons, blood vessels. It is linked to stability and the strength and maturity. 

Aphodhatu, water. Related with body fluids, blood and secretions. Strength and 
softness, flexibility. 

Tecodhatu, fire, regulates body temperature, digestion and metabolism. It links with 
the intellect, joy and sexual vigor. 

Vayodhatu, air, regulates the body’s vitality and the mind. Controls the circulation and 
respiration, balances the psychosomatic functions and is linked to mood. 

Wai Poo activation ceremony 

Thailand is considered sacred and meditative practice within the Buddhist 
environment. 

Wai Poo is the ceremony that is a sign of gratitude, respect for the grace of the 
Buddhas and other deities and the father of Thai massage Shivakakomarpaj. 

 

Tathagata Reiki 

CONTENTS: 

1) Shakyamuni Buddha  
2) Reiki  
3) Tathagata Wisdom Reiki  
4) Shakyamuni Buddha Mantra  
5) Medicine Buddha Mantra  
6) The Symbols :  
a) Cho Ku Rei  
b) Sei He Ki  
c) Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen  
d) Vajra  
e) Om Ah Hung  
7) Healing Method  
8) Distant Healing Method  
9) Attunement Method  
10) Shakyamuni Buddha Meditation 



 
Levels: 1  
Symbols: 5  
Founder: Bedabrata Chaudhury, 2005  
Prerequisite: Reiki Master 

 

Violet Lights of Buddha 

The Violet Lights of Buddha is an energy system which uses Buddha mantras which 
are applied during meditation to help strengthen your connection to Buddha as well as 
his violet light energy. 

This energy is used to bring a feeling of happiness, freedom, peacefulness and 
kindness to the practitioner. All of these feelings are very important to someone’s 
spiritual growth and ultimate ascension.  

 

Free E-Book: 10 Healing Mudras 

 


